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COASTAL COMMAND PIN-POINT VICTORY

A. dramatic day-by-day story of the Battle of the Atlantic is told in coloured pins
at a Group headquarters of R.A, F. Coastal Command,

It is from this headquarters that operations for the safety of cur shipping over

vital North .Atlantic routes are directed.

Two boards, together with photography,provide the "pages of the story”, One, a

cork mural, depicts the eastern half of the North Atlantic dominated by the British

Isles, 'The other, battleship grey and white, portrays the Atlantic from the Canadian

seaboard to the Spanish coast. The "words” are pins of many colours.

/Xiong the items pin-pointed, are the positions cf attacks on Allied shipping by

enemy aircraft since the outbreak cf war, the position of enemy aircraft destroyed,

and the known sinking of submarines by aircraft of Coastal Command,

These permanent features are supplemented by sighting reports,. plots of enemy

aircraft and new attacks on U-boats, ~t the end of each month, the pins are photographed

in position, and then replaced by the permanent pins of the year which are a different

colour.

By allocating a colour to each of the four years covered by the map, the various

trends of enemy activity are vividly presented, A cluster of pins in the year of 1941?

for example, shows that the Hun then reached the peak of his air attacks on cur shipping.

The almost total absence of such pins during 1943-44> reveals how better protection

of merchantmen and improved aircover have driven F.W.200 1 s from making what, at one

time, were almost daily inshore attacks on vessels using the Western approaches.

Equally encouraging is the increase in the number of ”R. I,P. 11 tags which represent

the ’’graveyard” of enemy aircraft attempting to shadow shipping, approaching the Unitea

Kingdom from the south west.

White pins on the board of the North Atlantic represent U-boats sighted cr plotted

black pins, torpedoed British and Allied merchantmen* Thanks to the co-operation which

exists between the Royal Navy and A. A.P. Coastal Command, and the introduction of very

long-range aircraft and aircraft-carriers which closed the notorious mid-Alantic gap,

black pins now lie dusty arid unused, in their boxes.

White pins, however, are almost as numerous as ever. They point the pattern, of

victory in the nest relentless battle of all tine - the Battle of the Atlantic*


